


FRIDAY, JUNE 26, 2020
10:00 am CT Virtual Conference Platform Orientation

Sponsored by Derse
Join us the Friday before the official conference starts to learn how to best navigate the conference.

10:00 - 10:15 am Opening General Session - General Session Room, Lobby
Sponsored by Exhibit Concepts

ABPM President Elizabeth Simpson will kick off the conference by sharing her observations about how 
the briefing profession has quickly refocused and reinforced the importance of the briefing program to 
their organizations.

11:00 am

Today, we are undergoing a paradigm shift. The world has been upended by COVID-19, and every 
organization is trying to navigate this new disruption. And this gives us an opportunity to fundamentally 
reimagine the briefing industry.

Shawn Kanungo provides a bold, unique, and contrarian view of the near term-future. He outlines how 
the pandemic, combined with the adoption of new technologies, will impact every industry. He then ex-
plores how briefing professionals can become more adaptable, experimental and courageous.

Unprecedented times require unprecedented strategies. And, in this awe-inspiring talk, Shawn explores 
how briefing professionals can take unexpected approaches to create world-class experiences – virtually 
and in-person.

Break - Coffee Kiosk, Lobby

Welcome
Elizabeth Simpson, President, ABPM

Strategy in a World of Disruption
Shawn Kanungo

11:15 am - 12:15 pm Keynote Speaker

10:15 - 11:00 am Senior Executive Panel Facilitated by Candie Hurley

We’re excited to hear from a panel of senior executives who manage and/or champion their companies’ 
programs. They’ll provide their strategic-level perspectives regarding what they see on the horizon for 
briefing programs. Their comments are certain to inspire and inform you. Candie Hurley will moderate 
this year’s distinguished executive panel. We are privileged to hear from: Emily Miller, VP of Brand and 
Influence for NetApp; Michelle Westlund, Worldwide Customer Experience Team Lead for Microsoft and 
James Woloszyn, VP, Worldwide Customer Advocacy for HPE.

MONDAY, JUNE 29, 2020

12:15 - 1:00 pm CT
Join moderators in each room in the Breakout Sessions area for Zoom-style networking. We’ll talk about 
the general session content and share our own thoughts and experiences. These sessions will not be 
recorded.

1:00 - 2:00 pm CT After-Session Coffee - Coffee Kiosk, Lobby
Still looking for more hangout time with ABPM Community members? Grab a cup of coffee (or a cocktail 
if it’s that time where you are) and click on the Coffee Break Kiosk from the Main Lobby for informal 
Zoom-style conversation. After-Sessions Coffees will not be recorded.

What to Expect in the General Session
In this live session, you’ll be able comment and submit questions to both the Senior Executive Panel and the Keynote via the chat pan-
el. The sessions will be recorded and available within the conference platform to attendees with credentials only through July 31st.

Conversations & Networking Rooms A-D



What to Measure & Why: A Foundational Metrics Discussion - Room A
Facilitator: Dave Brull, VP, Global Accounts, kubik; Contributors: Paola Angeleri, Manager, Briefing Programs, Rackspace; Coryn 
Connelly Cabreros, Briefing Program Manager, AHEAD; and Karen Olivero, Senior Director, Global Briefing Center Strategy & Shared 
Services, HPE
The Characteristics of World Class Briefing Programs says, “A performance measurement strategy, designed to meet the needs of key 
stakeholders, measures success, drives improvement, and communicates the program’s value.” But, how do you make sure you’re 
measuring the right things in the most effective way? Should your metrics change when you focus on virtual briefings? We’ll hear mea-
surement approaches from several member programs of different sizes and then exchange tips and tricks for getting the most from your 
own efforts like feedback surveys, typical questions, delayed surveys, stakeholder engagement and how to ensure your reports will be 
read. 

The Critical Business of Listening - Room B
Lead Presenter:  Kelly Reeves, Vice President, Global Training Services at Mandel Communications, and Co-Presenter: Dana Dupuis – 
Executive Director, Research & Development, Listening Science
Effective communication not only leads to competitive advantage in business, it has never been more critical for building the kind 
of trust that can happen in briefings — whether those briefings are virtual in this moment or face to face in the near future.  Recent 
research shows that companies with highly effective communication are 3 times more likely to outperform their industry peers.  This 
session focuses on listening as 50% of the communication equation and how our individual listening habits influence the very frame-
work of conversation that drives high value communication in both face-to-face and virtual briefings.   In this session, participants will 
develop an increased awareness of one’s own listening preferences that influence what we habitually listen to and for, what we tend to 
understand, what we tend to miss and how this impacts the way we share information with others. 

From Customer Journey to #Superdate - Room C
Stefan Fricke, Project Manager DATEV Experience Center and Ellen Barnes-Pfiffner, Consultant, EBP Business Consulting 
The DATEV Experience Program is a program and not a facility! The briefings are strategic, and the organization sees the Experience 
Program as an important part of the way to do business. The mission of the DATEV Experience Program is to promote repeat visits 
and foster the loyalty of targeted customers and partners. We want our customers and partners to choose DATEV with confidence. To 
continue to position the program as an important element of the customer journey, the team is exploring and trying innovative ways to 
make virtual briefings engaging. We are leveraging digitization, automation, and networking to make our services and software visible 
and tangible pre, during, and post COVID-19. In this session, we will discuss how DATEV’s Experience Program has evolved its role 
in the organization. Plus, we will share examples of how we have built the customer journey and are using continuous improvement to 
make the DATEV executive briefing a #Superdate in the virtual world! 

Voice of the Customer – Tips for Capturing and Leveraging Customer Insights - Room D
Candie Hurley, Consultant and Trainer for Briefing Professionals
Many briefing agendas include a “Voice of the Customer” session early in the day as an opportunity to hear directly from the customer 
about their business initiatives and challenges. In this session we’ll look at how some programs are leveraging this agenda space for 
higher value using structured, future-focused discovery models and facilitation techniques intended to uncover new customer opportuni-
ties, strengthen partnerships, and set the stage for a productive, tailored briefing.

Mindreading: Using Neuroscience to Improve Your Virtual Briefings - Room A
Dale Tesmond, Storybuilding Founder, Hyperquake; Sherwood MacVeigh, Chief Strategic Officer, Hyperquake; John Heiman, Director 
of Experiential Marketing, Sprint; Corey Hansen, General Manager, Executive Briefing Center, Sprint
Neuroscience is here and quickly changing how and where companies make better emotional connections with their targeted au-
diences.  Whether you are conducting briefings physically or digitally, neuroscience can be used to positively impact your briefing 
program. This session will introduce you to the latest advancements in neuroscience and how Sprint and Salesforce used the neuro-
science-based Neuropulse™ program as both an audit and a predictive analytics tool for their experience environments.  You will then 
learn how and where you can apply neuroscience to make improvements to your EBC program, in both your experience areas and in 
the conference rooms.  We will use the Sprint and Salesforce case studies to show the specifics on how it works and how to use it to 
quantify audience reaction in real-time to reveal actionable insights in your experience, demo space and conference room. This data 
can be used to identify the engagement level of your current program and compare it to changes in content, design, or technology as 
well as demographic changes from one center to another.  

TUESDAY, JUNE 30, 2020

10:00 - 10:45 am CT Breakout Sessions

11:00 - 11:45 am CT Breakout Sessions

10:45 - 11:00 am CT Break - Coffee Kiosk, Lobby

What to Expect in Breakout Sessions
Session Leaders will share their knowledge and stories and ask attendees to share and/or ask questions either via the chat window or 
by turning on your camera and letting the moderator know via chat that you’d like to ask a question or share your story. We want to see 
your face and hear your voice so come casual, but with that webcam on! Though not required, we also suggest you download Zoom 
so you can access all the session tools. The sessions will be recorded and available within the conference platform to attendees with 
credentials only through July 31st.



TUESDAY, JUNE 30, 2020

Facilitation and Presentation Skills — The Who, What and Why of Communication Skills Training for Today’s (Vir-
tual) Briefings - Room B 
Karen Bintz, Senior Trainer, Communications Coach and EBC Consultant, Mandel Communications and Ann Benett, President, Benett 
Communications 
EBC staff and extended team members need a wide-ranging toolbox of communications skills to manage and lead effective Briefings. 
And with today’s challenge of virtual Briefings, these skills MUST include the ability to present and facilitate virtually.  This session is 
designed to help you determine the communication skills needed to make your Briefings most effective.  You will walk away with a clear 
idea of which skills are needed in your program and where to make an investment for your Briefing team, discussion leaders, account 
teams and company executives.  

How Understanding Your Customers’ State of Mind Leads to More Meaningful Engagement Strategies.  Room C
Pamela Evans, Senior Director, Executive Briefing Program, Palo Alto Networks, and Darby Mason-Werner, Senior Director, Client & 
Partner Strategy, The CXApp
What does it mean to “engage”? Engagement is what we as social beings and as briefing professionals strive for. The question is HOW 
do we engage in a meaningful way with our customers and different stakeholders? and how have we had to shift our engagement strat-
egies in today’s virtual world? Before you can incorporate engagement strategies into your program, you must first be able to define, 
and agree to what ‘engagement’ means for not only you, your company, and your customers, but also for the different personas in each 
of these groups. It may be strategically planned touchpoints along your customer’s journey though quite often, it’s more the emotional 
or “state of mind” aspects of engagement that we need to pay attention to. Understanding what customers and internal stakeholders 
are thinking, doing, and feeling in the pre, day-of and post briefing phases can inform how we execute our programs including finding 
a balance between human interaction and technology. We’ll be sharing ways to identify meaningful engagement strategies with our 
customers and internal stakeholders so that we, as briefing program managers, can be more present and agile for better outcomes in 
the moment. 

Facilitated Roundtable Discussion for Senior Program Managers - Room D
Chris Barel, Director of Experiential Solutions at AVI-SPL and Marcy Nelsen, Director, Corporate Briefing Program, AT&T
This facilitated roundtable for program managers will be led by ABPM thought leaders who have a deep understanding of the briefing 
profession through thirty cumulative years of experience as senior managers of two mature and well-regarded briefing programs and 
an advisor to briefing programs as a supplier.  They will begin by polling session participants in order to understand their most press-
ing concerns for discussion topics, and that will inform the context for the facilitated discussion.  Because the format for this session is 
discussion and sharing, we respectfully ask that you select one senior manager or senior team member from your program to attend.

Join moderators in each room in the Breakout Sessions area for Zoom-style networking. We’ll talk about the general session content 
and share our own thoughts and experiences. These sessions will not be recorded.

Still looking for more hangout time with ABPM Community members? Grab a cup of coffee (or a cocktail if it’s that time where you 
are) and click on the Coffee Break Kiosk from the Main Lobby for informal Zoom-style conversation. After-Sessions Coffees will not be 
recorded.

The Subject Matter Expert Club - Room A
Helena Kron Benteke, Manager Customer innovation Centre, Sweden; Paola Grasso, Manager Customer innovation Centre, Italy; Pia 
Forés, Customer Relations Executive; Paola Pacciotti, Customer Relations Executive, all of Tetra Pak
Would you like to experience how Tetra Pak flagship briefing centers work with experts involved in highly customized customer visits? 
The creation of a Tetra Pak Subject Matter Expert Club has ensured best practices are shared amongst experts. Their capability is built 
and strengthened through an extensive competence development program focused on discussion leader skills and storytelling, quickly 
adapting to meet the new needs of virtual briefing. Experts are the most important asset for briefing centers, and the SME Club actively 
involves management to recognize their critical job and commitment to address customer objectives, needs, and pain points.

11:00 - 11:45 am CT Breakout Sessions Continued

11:45 am - 12:00 pm CT Break - Coffee Kiosk, Lobby

12:00 - 1:00 pm CT Conversations & Networking Rooms A-D

1:00 - 2:00 pm CT After-Sessions Coffee - Coffee Kiosk, Lobby

WEDNESDAY, JULY 1, 2020
10:00 - 10:45 am CT Breakout Sessions



Who Says Size Matters? Facilitated Discussions on the Challenges Facing and Opportunities Awaiting Small 
Programs - Room B
Christina Scolieri, Executive Briefing Program Manager, and Craig Valent, Technical Briefing Manager, Omnicell 
Managing a small briefing program with limited staff and resources can certainly have its challenges, especially now more than ever, but 
it doesn’t mean that you have to sacrifice the vision of a world class program! Join the Executive Briefing Program team from Omnicell 
as we share best practices and lessons learned on managing a small program while driving organic growth. This interactive session will 
include discussions of shared experiences on topics ranging from staffing and customer experience all the way to a total focus shift into 
briefing virtualization during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Getting the Right Butts in Seats or On-Screen.  Promoting and Qualifying Attendance to Your Briefings - Room C
Jan Mark Holzer – Red Hat – Presentation Lead, Senior Distinguished Engineer/Emerging Technologies, Rob Rouland – Mechdyne 
Corporation – Presentation Lead, Solution Consultant. Former briefing center manager for Cadence Jeff Brum – Mechdyne Corporation 
– On-line moderation and notations, Marketing Director
In past (live) ABPM sessions, members voiced that sales and marketing objectives for attendance and briefings are sometimes mis-
aligned, resulting in cancellations, unqualified attendees, and/or incorrect messaging. In this new age of online briefings, reaching the 
right people in the right way presents new challenges but also new opportunities. While ‘voice of the customer’ can level-set at the start 
of a meeting, what are members doing to promote their centers to entice customers and set expectations especially for online ses-
sions? Is it easier to secure high-level attendees to participate? Also, do briefing organizers know how sales teams qualify prospects 
to ensure quality attendees are at the right buying stage and decision making/influence authority? How (or can) qualification be influ-
enced?  The session moderators will set the stage, share insights and encourage an interactive discussion. Members can share what 
they have done that is successful, hasn’t worked and/or ask for assistance. This session is open to new attendees and those who have 
some success in these areas and are willing to share but also interested in learning more. We will have a post-session Q&A link that 
includes a few polling questions and opportunity to ask more questions. Results will be distributed to all members.

Virtual Now, Physical Later: Creating Lasting Experiences - Room D
Jordyn Curley, Digital Business Development, Czarnowski
With the world going digital, EBCs are no different. Current circumstances have caused a lot of EBCs to come up with creative virtu-
al solutions in order to continue meeting with their key stakeholders. This talk will explore how we can create comprehensive digital 
solutions that will not only be a band-aid on our current situation, but also a key asset in our centers once we are able to meet again 
physically. We will explore case studies of experiences that utilize technology like 360° tours, web-based augmented reality, interactive 
holograms, and others. We will also discuss how we can leverage these technologies to create virtual narratives that can also be im-
plemented as physical engagements. Through postmortems, we’ll examine successes and failures in creating these experiences, and 
what the future of EBCs might look like.

Empowering Your Team to Partner with Key Stakeholders - Room A
Paola Angeleri, Manager – Customer Success Center, Rackspace
Successful briefing programs are a reflection of a team that is engaged with their internal stakeholders throughout the business. Discus-
sion Leaders, Executive Administrators, Marketing, Product, Facilities, Security, and Catering, are just a few of the groups that we rely 
on to create World Class experiences for our customers.  In this interactive session we will discuss attainable tactics to empower our 
teams and encourage a culture of learning which results in deeper relationships with stakeholders – both in an in-person and a com-
pletely virtual world! 

Going Virtual: Extending the Reach of the Briefing Program - Room B
Panel: Suzanne Pallottelli, Director, NetApp Customer Engagement Programs and Shaun Mohammed, Rogers Communications Inc, 
Executive Briefing Program Manager  Moderator: Ellen Barnes-Pfiffner, EBP Business Consulting   
While many other customer events are being cancelled, the briefing program plays a key role in supporting customers during this 
unprecedented time.  Whether your briefing program was already doing virtual briefings, or this is a brand-new initiative, you may be 
scrambling to create and implement best practices.   Virtual briefings can be effective if they are highly customized, personalized, and 
relatively small events. Our panel will provide short overviews of their “going virtual” experiences. Then we will invite attendees to 
exchange “best in class” practices during Covid-19 — including innovations, new strategies, tactics, and tips as we evolve into the new 
normal.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 1, 2020
10:00 - 10:45 am CT Breakout Sessions Continued

10:45 - 11:00 am CT Break - Coffee Kiosk, Lobby

11:00 - 11:45 am CT Breakout Sessions



WEDNESDAY JULY 1, 2020

Storytelling in the Digital Age - Room C
Jiwan Grewal, Senior Technology Evangelist and Global Content Strategist, & Jim Grubb, Chief Technology Evangelist, both of Cisco CXC
Whether hosting roundtable discussions, demonstrations, or even old-fashioned slideware, storytelling is the must-have element of 
briefings in the Digital Age. Your customers are consuming so much information while visiting your center. You want them to retain infor-
mation in a world full of distractions. Now, add in the challenges of virtual briefings which lack the in-person connection of eye contact 
and body language.  This session offers tips on effective storytelling from Cisco’s CXC Technology Evangelists. You’ll learn how to offer 
unforgettable messaging to your customers - whether it’s an in-person or a virtual visit.

Digital Briefing Experiences and “The New Normal” - Room D
Chad Hutson, CEO/Co-Founder of Leviathan and Chris Barel, Director of Experiential Solutions at AVI-SPL
Who knows if the times we’re currently in are “the new normal” or a short-term hurdle? But what’s crystal clear is this:  digital briefing 
experiences now need to transcend being solely physical and provide greater flexibility for all involved. How can existing experiences 
still be used for virtual briefings? Should future interactive installations be built for hands-on or hands-off interaction? Come hear how 
members of AVI-SPL (Chris Barel, Director of Experience Environments; Will Bullins, Solutions Architect) and Leviathan (Chad Hutson, 
CEO) are still helping clients bring “wow factor” to their clients’ experiences regardless of today’s challenges.

Join moderators in each room in the Breakout Sessions area for Zoom-style networking. We’ll talk about the general session content 
and share our own thoughts and experiences. These sessions will not be recorded.

Still looking for more hangout time with ABPM Community members? Grab a cup of coffee (or a cocktail if it’s that time where you 
are) and click on the Coffee Break Kiosk from the Main Lobby for informal Zoom-style conversation. After-Sessions Coffees will not be 
recorded.

Facilitated Discussion: Communications with Customers & Key Stakeholders when Re-Opening Your Center - Room A
Moderator TBD
This facilitated session will focus on communications considerations when re-opening your center. Consider your program’s entire 
existing communication strategy, and how each targeted communication must now be edited to include information about new process-
es, procedures, and technologies (as examples) that are designed to protect all visitors.  What resources will you provide to various 
audiences? Do playbooks for internal customers currently exist? How will you support internal customers with communications to their 
end-user customers?  How will your program’s intranet and internet sites be modified? This session will offer a valuable information 
exchange for attendees, and it will inform the development of ABPM’s re-opening guidelines document.

Future-proofing Your Center through Design - Room B
Russ Fowler, VP of Marketing Environments. Co-leaders: Michael Cutchins, Creative Director and Pete Riddell, CX Executive Creative 
Director. All of Derse
This session identifies macro trends and implications that will drive shifts in a Center’s physical elements, technologies, brand engage-
ment, and ultimately in the ability to help shape the future of your customer experience – be it in person, virtual, or a hybrid.  Given the 
pace at which the “Post-COVID customer experience” is evolving, the ability to transform and future-proof the way you interact with 
clients in real-time is essential.  Designing flexibility into a physical environment, contactless engagement, and the customer journey 
can inform the strategy to overcome the current and future executional guardrails on face-to face interactions.  This session will provide 
a lens into prioritizing IMMEDIATE IMPACT considerations & tactics as well as EXPANDED INFLUENCE approaches to optimize: 
Re-Entry / Re-Opening of Centers; Choreography of the Customer Journey / Experience; A Hybrid (virtual and in-person) Briefing Strat-
egy; Physical / Flexible Space.  Let’s spend some time talking about creative methods to future-proof your center through these various 
design best practices that re-shape the human experience.

Facilitated Discussion: Operations and Safety Considerations when Re-Opening Your Center - Room C
Moderator TBD
This facilitated discussion will focus on operations and safety considerations when re-opening your center. This is a big topic!  Discus-
sion might explore:  health checkpoints, facemask and glove requirements, physical distancing, food and beverage, internal work spac-
es, sanitation and cleaning regimens, to name a few.  In addition to offering a valuable information exchange for attendees, this session 
will inform the development of ABPM’s re-opening guidelines document.

11:00 - 11:45 am CT Breakout Sessions Continued

THURSDAY, JULY 2, 2020

11:45 am - 12:00 pm CT Break - Coffee Kiosk, Lobby

12:00 - 1:00 pm CT Conversations & Networking Rooms A-D

1:00 - 2:00 pm CT After-Sessions Coffee - Coffee Kiosk, Lobby

10:00 - 10:45 am CT Breakout Sessions - Refocusing on the Vision Forward



Facilitated Discussion:  Popular Topic TBD - Room D
Moderator TBD
We will reprise a popular (most-attended) topic from the conference for a facilitated discussion in Room D at this time. The topic will be 
identified and posted prior to Wednesday, July 1st.

Let’s Get Phygital - Room A
Andrew Peters, Chief Experience Officer, Hyperquake
In a digital world, there’s an approach to returning to a combination of physical + digital experiences, but it flips the traditional script on 
its head. Andrew Peters, Chief Experience Officer at Hyperquake, will share what he and his team have heard over countless conversa-
tions with Experience industry leaders over the last few months. In the session he’ll be sharing how consumer sentiment has changed 
near weekly, what large (and small) programs are doing to adapt to the Zoom life we’re all living, and what the “next normal” will look 
like as we return. In addition, you’ll be inspired by creative ways other event and experience groups have pivoted to capture client atten-
tion, and how programs are considering the next few (brace yourself) years of engagement with their clients. The world will be “phygi-
tal,” and together we’ll define what that means now and in the years to come.

Facilitated Discussion: Technology Considerations when Re-Opening Your Center - Room B
Moderator TBD
This facilitated discussion will focus on technology considerations when re-opening your center.  With regard to your organization’s 
solutions demonstrations, will guests interact with technologies or will your solutions and public places be largely contact-free?  What 
are alternatives for cleaning technologies between uses? What technologies might be employed to protect visitors and staff?  Tempera-
ture-taking PODs? UV Sanitizers? This session will explore these questions and more.  In addition to offering a valuable information 
exchange for attendees, it will inform the development of ABPM’s re-opening guidelines document.

Facilitated Discussion: Etiquette Considerations when Re-Opening Your Center - Room C
Moderator TBD
This facilitated discussion will focus on etiquette considerations when re-opening your center.  Gone are the days (at least for a while) of 
shaking hands and exchanging business cards! So, what are appropriate greeting methods, and must those be defined in your center?  
Wearing masks is a gesture of respect, and social distancing is necessary.  What signage and visual cues will remind guests to respect 
the safety and comfort of others in the space? This session will explore these considerations and more. In addition to offering a valuable 
information exchange for attendees, it will also inform the development of ABPM’s re-opening guidelines document.

Facilitated Discussion:  Popular Topic TBD - Room D
Moderator TBD
We will reprise a popular (most-attended) topic from the conference for a facilitated discussion in Room D at this time. The topic will be 
identified and posted prior to Wednesday, July 1st.

To end the day and the conference, join us in the General Session Room for the 2020 World Class Briefing Awards Ceremony, where 
we will honor recipients of the President’s Service Award, the Momentum Award, the World Class Center awards, and the World Class 
Program awards. 

Still looking for more hangout time with ABPM Community members? Grab a cup of coffee (or a cocktail if it’s that time where you 
are) and click on the Coffee Break Kiosk from the Main Lobby for informal Zoom-style conversation. After-Sessions Coffees will not be 
recorded.

THURSDAY, JULY 2, 2020
10:00 - 10:45 am CT Breakout Sessions Continued - Refocusing the Vision Forward

11:45 am - 12:00 pm CT Break - Coffee Break Kiosk, Lobby

12:00 - 1:00 pm CT World Class Briefing Awards Ceremony - General Session Room 
Sponsored by Downstream

1:00 - 2:00 pm CT Congratulations & Coffee - Coffee Break Kiosk, Lobby

10:45 am - 11:00 am CT Break - Coffee Kiosk, Lobby

11:00 - 11:45 am CT Breakout Sessions - Refocusing on the Vision Forward



THROUGHOUT THE CONFERENCE

ABPM Supplier Members are thoroughly vetted in order to qualify for supplier membership 
and are, therefore, a resource of expert vendors in the briefing world. Digital booths with 
interactive informational elements will be available for you to visit in the Supplier Celebration 
Hall throughout the conference and through July 31st. A list of participating Supplier Member 
companies and a description of their core services is below. In addition, you’ll definitely want 
to take a bit of time over the four days of the conference to play the “Spot the Supplier” game. 
Spot all the Suppliers and you’ll be entered into a drawing for fantastic prizes.

SUPPLIER CELEBRATION

1. AVI-SPL designs, builds, integrates, and supports solutions for video collaboration and 
AV, advanced visualization, digital media, and control systems.

2. CXApp is the leading provider of mobile-first customer experiences.
3. Derse designs and builds flexible face-to-face marketing experiences & environments.
4. Downstream designs immersive brand experiences in the built environment.
5. Hyperquake creates human-centered experiences through storybuilding, design and production.
6. Czarnowski is a design and fabrication company focusing on storytelling. 
7. Exhibit Concepts are experts in the design, production, and management of branded environments.
8. kubik provides design development and value engineered fabrication solutions for branded environments.
9. BriefingEdge is a comprehensive automation solution for briefing program scheduling, management, and reporting.
10. Electrosonic creates innovative experiences by fusing architecture, storytelling, and technology.
11. Kaon Interactive creates interactive applications that engage customers and accelerate sales.
12. Signet is an Enterprise software provider, offering a Digital Experience Platform.
13. Leviathan provides experiential design for branded environments (briefing centers and corporate lobbies).
14. Mandel Communications is the global leader in presentation, conversation, collaboration and listening skills.
15. Mechdyne provides audiovisual, virtual and augmented reality solution design, integration and software.
16. Avidex is an AV integrator providing audiovisual design, build, integration, and service excellence.
17. Barco offers ClickShare wireless presentation and conference solutions.
18. Bellwether Design is an EBC consultant firm specializing in the design and construction of Executive Briefing Centers.
19. Benett Communications consults and trains for Briefing Programs.
20. Blue Telescope creates interactive experiences using radical creativity and fiscal intelligence.
21. BriefingSource is scheduling and management software.
22. Diversified provides Audio Visual System Integration.
23. EBP Business Consulting is Your Resource for Briefing Processes, Tools, Benchmarking, Training and ABPM CCC.
24. Luci Creative develops, designs, and implements compelling and innovative spaces.
25. VisitOps is a customer visit management solution built on Salesforce.

Participating Suppliers

Though the Supplier Celebration area will be open from June 25 - July 31st, the “Spot the Supplier” 
game will occur only during the official conference dates. To be eligible for prizes, visit and click on vari-
ous interactive elements in the ABPM Annual Sponsor booths (first 15 of the 25 Suppliers listed above). 
After you’ve found the correct element in each booth, you’ll receive a letter that will help you solve a 
word puzzle. Once you’ve solved the word puzzle, you’ll complete a ‘Spot the Supplier’ game form and 
be entered into the prize raffle. The prize drawings will be held in the ABPM offices on July 3rd and you’ll 
be notified by email if you’ve won a prize.

A Sneak Peek at some of the prizes....
• 32” TV
• $400 SPA Gift Certificate
• Nespresso Citiz
• Bose Frames
• Apple AirPods
• $150 Amazon Gift Card
• Samsung Gear Sport Smartwatch with heart rate monitor
• Sonos One SL
• $300 Apple Gift Card
• $100 gift card to the restaurant of the winner’s choice
• Yoobao Portable Charger Power Bank

‘Spot the Supplier Game” - June 29th - July 2nd 

“Spot the 
Supplier” 

Game



Google - The Grove represents a new way to tell compelling stories about Google and 
its technology to visiting clients, partners, and guests. The traditional corporate briefing 
center has been re-imagined through the lens of themed entertainment and partner-
ing with industry veterans to combine themed design principles with the latest Google 
machine learning and artificial intelligence technologies. Visitors for sales engagements, 
workshops, and summits deepen their relationship with Google by experiencing the 
magic of Google’s technology in this unique location-based experience. The Grove 
encompasses approximately 37,000 square feet of indoor and outdoor space and can 
accommodate up to 300 guests. It was purpose-built to support Google Customer 
Solutions (GCS), and is dedicated to bringing customers digital solutions that help their 
businesses grow.

Elekta - As a medical device company that manufactures oncology solutions for cancer 
care and brain disorders, Elekta is committed to ensuring everyone with cancer has 
access to — and benefits from — precise, personalized radiotherapy treatments. Behind 
the development of their new EBC at Crawley in West Sussex, UK, was the aim to help 
clinicians improve patients’ lives and the recognition for a better way to inspire and 
engage in dialogue with Elekta’s customers, the clinicians who use precision radiation 
medicine. With six distinct and unique zones, the facility offers each visitor a bespoke ex-
perience through the use of a digital content palette that enables content to be complete-
ly tailored to individual clinicians and their institutions. The design combines visual, archi-
tectural, digital and virtual features that ensure visitors feel welcomed; can easily access 
and digest information; are not only informed of Elekta’s activities and capabilities, but 
are also inspired by them; and, importantly, receive a personally tailored experience.

Gore Capabilities Center -  First developed in 2006, Gore’s first Capabilities Center 
created a ‘front door to Gore’. Since that foundational idea, the Capabilities Centers 
have evolved to create rich experiences while expanding into multiple locations. The 
centers allow visitors to explore many aspects of Gore with Associates, share insights, 
and together, discover the possibilities. This shared experience with a Gore Associate 
will help us both understand how we can work together to solve challenges.

F5 - The new F5 Customer Engagement Center (CEC) in downtown Seattle resides on 
the top floor of F5 Tower and reflects the company’s commitment to putting customers 
above everything else they do. Not only was delivering an outstanding customer-first 
experience the impetus behind the decision to put the CEC on the top floor, it guided the 
entire design process. The project team designed an experience that excites, provokes, 
informs, and inspires - all with a personal, customized touch. They began by imagining 
the desired emotional outcome, and mapped out the customers’ journey throughout the 
visit day. The customers’ agenda gives them reasons for moving around the floor to dis-
cover new experiences and amazing 360 views, continuing to activate their “logical” and 
“emotional” brain by sharing relevant ideas against the backdrop of a beautiful, never-before-seen facility.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise -  The Hewlett Packard Enterprise Executive Briefing 
Center, located at company headquarters in San Jose, showcases the latest in technol-
ogy and innovation. Designed with customers in mind, the EBC features interactive 
spaces to see solutions in action, become immersed in industry-specific content, and 
actively participate in digital transformation discussions. Opened in early 2019, the 
15,000 square foot EBC features four briefing rooms, an executive lounge, TechWorks, 
an Immersive Theater, and digital transformation vignettes, accompanied by breathtak-
ing views of the Bay Area.

CENTER TOUR GALLERY
THROUGHOUT THE CONFERENCE

We are excited to offer our first Virtual Tour Day(s) featuring 7 member briefing centers - some that we were scheduled to visit in Santa 
Clara, and others in areas of the world that ABPM conferences typically don’t get to. Simply enter the Center Tour Gallery from the 
lobby and click on a logo in a frame to view the tour.



Conference Fee 
The price for “Spring” Conference registration is $645 for members, $895 for non-members (briefing professionals or employees of 
Supplier Member companies only - vendors must be Supplier Members to attend ABPM events). During registration, you can pay with 
credit card (ABPM accepts Mastercard, Visa, American Express or Discover) or you can create an invoice to submit to your AP depart-
ment. Invoices must be paid prior to Friday, June 26, 2020.

Dress 
Come casual and plan to turn your webcams on for lots of interactive sessions! We recommend layered clothing as meeting rooms may 
vary in temperature ;-).

Presentation Recordings available to conference attendees
The general session and all breakout sessions will be recorded and available for viewing by conference attendees with valid login 
credentials only through July 31st. Networking & Conversation rooms and Coffee Break Conversations will not be recorded. Session 
recordings will not be shared outside of the virtual conference platform.

Payment & Cancellation Policy
To receive the Early Bird Rate, registration fee must be paid by Friday June 5, 2020. All other registration fees must be paid prior to 
Friday, June 26, 2020. You are registered at the time you receive a conference confirmation email from ABPM. Due to a plan to send 
conference login credentials to registrants approximately one week prior to the conference start date, we regret that we are unable to 
issue refunds/credits or void outstanding invoices for cancellations received after Friday, June 19, 2020. However, substitutions may be 
made at any time. Cancellation and substitution notices must be received via email to info@abpm.com.

LOGISTICAL DETAILS

Omnicell - The Omnicell EBC in Cranberry Woods, PA, allows key health system 
influencers to receive a tailored experience and to collaborate with Omnicell experts in 
familiar settings of care in order to solve their challenges. With U.S. healthcare costs con-
tinuing to rise, the company is harnessing emerging technologies to enhance medication 
safety, increase efficiency and reduce costs. The immersive EBC experience showcases 
Omnicell’s innovative leadership; promotes a collaborative learning environment; commu-
nicates the company’s brand; and personalizes the narrative around medication and 
supply management. It reflects the technology leadership of the organization, touch-
ing on the local strengths of Pittsburgh (robotics) and Mountain View (software), while 
articulating the Omnicell brand by being authentic, approachable, warm, innovative and 
collaborative.

SAP -  Renovated in 2019, the SAP Experience Center is committed to helping custom-
ers become best-run businesses. The center creates an environment for customers to 
explore innovative solutions and technologies. With a stunning view of Silicon Valley, the 
two-floor, 8500 square foot center features six conference rooms, a demo and showcase 
area, a 360◦ immersive experience room, and a global operations center. These dedi-
cated spaces align with the program’s principles: Meet, Inspire, Engage. “EXPERIENCE 
SAP”.

THROUGHOUT THE CONFERENCE

2020 Spring Conference Committee
Our sincere thanks to the members of the 2020 Spring Conference Committee. This hard-working group’s charter is to advise the 
ABPM team regarding the content of the conference by thoroughly reviewing and discussing feedback from the previous spring 
conference as well as member responses to the Spring Conference Content Survey. Committee members met monthly beginning in 
July of 2019 and served on sub-committees focusing on the Opening General Session, the Supplier Celebration, Breakout Sessions, 
Newcomers & Networking, and Gala Dinner & Awards. In addition, many of the committee members work with session leaders prior 
to the conference to review session content and their plans for the session they will lead.

Paola Angeleri of Rackspace   Jan Holzer of RedHat        Susan Riese of Derse 
Ann Benett of Benett Communications   Terri Lancaster of Splunk    Desiree Strom of IBM 
Dave Brull of kubik  Diane Lubinskas of VisitOps  Maria Tellez of OSIsoft
Margarita Coll-Barth of HP Inc.   Chitra Vivek of Cognizant    Shaun Mohammed of
Mark Cooper of Czarnowski  Marcy Nelsen of AT&T    Rogers Communications
Aline Ekmekji of Cisco  Joe Perry of Autodesk 
Janine Fogal of Juniper Networks    Kelly Reeves of Mandel Communications

CENTER TOUR GALLERY CONTINUED



ABPM gratefully acknowledges the following Sponsors whose generosity is 
contributing to the success of  the 2020 “Spring” Virtual Conference.

Conference Level Sponsors

Silver Level Sponsors

Gold Level Sponsors

Questions?  Call +1 214-389-0994 or email info@abpm.com.  Registration is available online at www.abpm.com
ABPM   PO Box 141079   Dallas, TX 75214  +1 214-389-0994  Fax: +1 972-362-1072

Mandel Communications           Mechdyne

Platinum Level Sponsors

Bronze Level Sponsor

Leviathan


